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Dogged Love

Too sweetly to be believed

all began when Jeff (who lived a-round the cor-ner) and Ray (who did-n't know him then)
but lived around the other corner) decided to get dogs

for the same reason: Dog walking, both thought,
could be a form of cruising, a dog could be a fit topic of

conversation for any nice stranger who wanted to
meet them and didn’t know what to say.

Jeff got Wag-staff and Ray got Beau, and one night they
17. I met (Jeff and Ray, Wagstaff and Beau) and

19. found they lived just around the corner. It was love at first
Brtn.
\[ \text{Jeff and Ray, Wag} - \text{staff and Beau} \]

T
\[ \text{Jeff and Ray, Wag} - \text{staff and Beau} \]

Pno.

and they soon moved in with one another, and they all lived
happily but not ever after: Jeff and Ray quarreled,

and quarreled some more and spoke of moving out,
yet didn't, for Wagstaff and Beau

are as happy as ever and any time someone
even mentioned moving, they'd stare with sad accusing eyes and

whimper and moan.
so that's how it is, they're still where they were, though

Jeff and Ray are perpetually snappish and seldom speak except to growl:
Yet they've made their sacrifice for the sake of true love so

Wagstaff and Beau can stay together, barking ecstatically all day and

A Tempo
Brtn.

T

Pno.

all night.

all night.